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Abstract. Using a selection theorem, we obtain a very general Ky Fan type

geometric property of convex sets and apply it to the existence of maximizable

quasiconcave functions, new minimax inequalities, and fixed point theorems

for upper hemicontinuous multifunctions. Our results generalize works of Ha,

Fan, Jiang, Himmelberg, and many others.

0. Introduction

In 1961, Fan [Fl] generalized the celebrated Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazur-

kiewicz theorem (simply, KKM theorem) and gave a number of applications

in a sequence of his subsequent papers. For the literature, see [F2]. Fan
[Fl] also established an elementary but very basic "geometric" lemma which is

equivalent to his KKM theorem. Later, Browder [Br] restated this result in the

more convenient form of a fixed point theorem by means of the Brouwer fixed

point theorem and the partition of unity argument. Now, it is well known that

the Brouwer theorem, the Sperner lemma, the KKM theorem, Fan's geometric

lemma, the Fan-Browder fixed point theorem, and many others are equivalent.

In many of his works in the KKM theory, Fan actually based his arguments

mainly on the geometric property of convex sets. Since then there have appeared
numerous applications, various generalizations, or equivalent formulations of

Fan's geometric property or the Fan-Browder fixed point theorem.
The purpose in the present paper is to establish a very general Fan type

geometric property of convex sets and to apply it to the existence of maximizable

quasiconcave functions, new minimax inequalities, and fixed point theorems for

upper hemicontinuous multifunctions. Our new geometric property generalizes

that of Ha [Ha, Theorem 3]. His minimax inequality is also extended. Finally,
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for fixed point problems, we remove the paracompactness assumption in results

of Fan [F2] and Jiang [Jl, J2] and obtain a new Himmelberg type result for

upper hemicontinuous multifunctions.

1. Selection theorems

For the terminology and notation, we follow mainly Lassonde [L] and Park

[P3, P4].
A convex space I is a nonempty convex set in a vector space with any

topology that induces the Euclidean topology on the convex hulls of its finite

subsets. Such convex hulls will be called polytopes.
A subset A of a topological space X is said to be compactly closed (resp.,

open) in X if, for each compact subset K of X ,the set A n K is closed (resp.,

open) in K .

Multifunctions will be denoted by capital letters. For topological spaces X

and Y, a multifunction G : X —> Y means that Gx is a nonempty subset of

Y for each x £ X.
Throughout this paper, a space means always a Hausdorff topological space.

We need the following:

Lemma 1.1. Let L be a normal space, K a compact subset of L, and U an open

subset of L. Suppose that a : K —> [0, 1 ] is a continuous function satisfying

Supp a c U. Then there exists a continuous extension à : L —» [0, 1 ] of a

satisfying Supp à c U.

Proof. From the Tietze extension theorem, there exists a continuous extension

£*i : L —► [0, 1] of a. Since Supp a ci/,we can find an open set V satisfying

Supp a c V c V c U. Since L is normal, by Urysohn's Lemma, there is a

continuous function ß : L —* [0, I] satisfying ß(x) = 1 for x e Supp a and

ß(x) = 0 for x £ L\V . Then à — ax - ß is the desired extension of a.

From Lemma 1.1, we have the following selection theorem:

Theorem 1.2. Let X be a space, Y a convex space, and S, T : X —► Y multi-

functions satisfying

(1.1) for each x e X, 0 ^ Sx c Tx and Tx is convex; and

(1.2) for each y £ Y, S~ly is compactly open in X.

Then, for any nonempty compact subset K of X, there exists a continuous

function f : K —> 7 such that
(1.3) fx £ Tx for each x £ K ;
(1.4) f(K) is contained in a polytope of Y ; and

(1.5) for any compact subset L of X containing K, there exists a continuous

extension f : L —► Y of f such that fx £ Tx for each x £ L and f(L) is
contained in a polytope of Y.

Proof. Since Sx ^ 0 for each x e X by (1.1), X is covered by {S~ly : y £
Y} . Since K is compact, K c (J"=i S~ly¡ for some finite {yx, y2, ... , y„) C

Y. Let {a/}"=1 be a continuous partition of unity subordinated to the cover

{S~ly¡ n K : 1 < /' < «} of K ; that is,
(1.6) for each i, a,■ : K —» [0, 1] is continuous;

(1.7) Supp a, c S~lyt for each /; and

(1.8) for each x£K,  ¿Î . a;(x) = 1.
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Now we define / : K -> Y by fx — Y,"=x a,(x)y, for x £ K. Then / is a
continuous function satisfying (1.4). Moreover, (1.1) implies (1.3).

In order to show (1.5), suppose that L is a compact subset of X containing

K. Since S~ly¿ n L is open in L for 1 < i < n, by Lemma 1.1, we have
continuous extensions a, : L —► [0, 1] of a, such that Supp ó, c S~ly¡nL for

each i. Let L' = {x £ L : ä,-(x) = 0 for all i, 1 < i < n} . Then L' is compact

and hence L' c [fj=i S-lyn+j for some finite {yn+x, yn+2, ... , yn+k} c Y.

Then Un+j = (S~lyn+j fl L)\K is an open subset of L for each j, 1 < j < k,

and L' c \Jkj=x Un+J since L'nK = 0 by (1.8). Let {an+j}k=l be a continuous

partition of unity subordinated to the cover {Un+j}k=l of L'. Then, by Lemma

1.1 again, we have continuous extensions än+j : L -» [0, 1] of an+j such that

Suppà„+; c Un+j for each j. Note that â„+j(x) = 0 for each x £ K and
each j and that

n+k

y^ à;(x) #0   for x g L.

For each i, 1 < / < n + k, define ß,■ : L -» [0, 1] by

^W = vÍt(.lrx   forxeL-
D;=i a;(x)

Then each ßi is a continuous function such that

(1.9) for each /, I <i<n + k, SuppyS, c S~lyi n L and Yü=i ßi(x) = 1
for x £ L; and

(1.10) for each i,   1 < i < n , ßi(x) = á¡(x) = a¡(x) for x G K .

Now we define / : L —► 7 by

n+i

/x = ^jffí(^)v,   forxGL.
i=i

Then, by (1.1) and (1.9), fx £ Tx for each x G L, and by (1.10) we know

that / is a desired continuous extension of /. This completes our proof.

Remarks. 1. The merit of Theorem 1.2 is that the space X may not be com-

pact or paracompact and it enables us to extend several known theorems to

nonparacompact cases.

2. Particular forms of Theorem 1.2 were due to Ben-El-Mechaiekh et al.

[BDG1, Lemma (2); BDG2, Theorem 2.2] and Yannelis and Prabhakar [YP,
Theorem 3.3], which are strengthened by Theorem 1.2.

2. Geometric properties of convex spaces

Recall that a nonempty space is acyclic if all of its reduced Cech homology

groups over rationals vanish. In particular, any contractible space is acyclic,

and thus any nonempty convex or star-shaped set is acyclic. For a space Y,

ka(Y) denotes the set of all compact acyclic subsets of Y. For a convex space

Y, kc(Y) denotes the set of all nonempty compact convex subsets of Y, and

cc(Y) all nonempty closed convex subsets.

For spaces X and Y, a multifunction F : X —> Y is said to be upper
semicontinuous (u.s.c.) if {x G X : Fx c V} is open for each open set V c Y.

An u.s.c. multifunction F : X —► ka(Y) is usually called an acyclic map.
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From the Lefschetz-type fixed point theorem for composites of acyclic maps

due to Górniewicz and Granas [GG1, GG2], we have the following:

Lemma 2.1. Let X be a compact space and Y a convex space. If f : X -» Y

is a continuous function such that f(X) is contained in a polytope P and F :

Y —> ka(X) is an u.s.c. multifunction, then fF has a fixed point y0 £ P ; that

is, y0 £ (fF)yo.

Remark. Equivalent or particular forms of Lemma 2.1 appeared in Granas and

Liu [GL], Ha [Ha], Komiya [K], Park [P4], and Shioji [Sh].
The following is a geometric property of convex spaces:

Theorem 2.2. Let X be a space, Y a convex space, and B c C c X x Y such

that
(2.1) for each x £ X, {y £ Y : (x, y) $ B} is convex or empty;
(2.2) for each y £ Y, {x G X : (x, y) G C} is compactly closed in Y ; and

(2.3) for each x £ X, there exists a compactly closed subset Ax c X x Y.

Further, suppose that there exists a nonempty compact subset K of X and, for

each finite subset N of X, there exists a compact subset Ln of X containing

N such that
(2.4) for each y £ Y,

Ln n {x G X : (x, y) £ Az   for all   z £ Ln}

is acyclic,

(2.5) for each x £ LN\K,

[y £ Y : (x, v) G Az for all z g Ln} c {y £/ : (x, y) £ B};

and
(2.6) for each x£K,

{y£Y:(x,y)£Az for all z g X} c {y G Y : (x, y) G B}.

Then there exists a point xo G X such that {xn} x Y c C.

Proof. Suppose that for each x G X, there exists a y G Y such that (x, y) £

C. Define S, T : X -► Y by

Sx = {y G F : (x, y) i C}   and    Tx = {y g Y : (x, y) £ B}

for x G X. Then
(1.1) for each x G X,  0 ^ Sx c Tx and Tx is convex by (2.1); and

(1.2) for each y £ Y, S~ly = {x g X : (x, y) £ C} is compactly open in

X by (2.2).
Therefore, by Theorem 1.2, there is a continuous selection / : K —► Y of T

satisfying (1.3)—(1.5). Now for each x G X, let Kx = {z £ K : (z, fz) £ Ax} .
Since AX(~)(K x P) is closed in K x P by (2.3) and / is continuous, Kx is

closed in K for each x G X.
We claim that {Kx : x £ X} has the finite intersection property. Let N be

a finite subset of X and F : Y -> X defined by

Fy = Ln D {x G X : (x, y) £ Az for all z G Ln}

for y G Y. Then each Fy £ ka(LN) by (2.3) and (2.4).

Since / satisfies (1.5), / has a continuous extension / : Ln U K —»■ Y such

that fx £ Tx for x G LNUK and f(LNuK) is contained in a polytope P of
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Y. Since Ln is compact, by (2.3), the graph of F is closed and hence F\P is

u.s.c. Therefore, by Lemma 2.1, fF has a fixed point y^£ P; that is, there is

an xrj G LN such that xo G Fy0 and /xo = y o ■ Since (x, fx) £ B for each

x G X by the construction of /, we have Xo G K by (2.5), so that /xo = fxo.

Hence Xo G (Ff)xo, which implies Xo G f]{Kx : x £ N} by the definitions of
F and Kx . This shows the finite intersection property of {Kx : x £ X} .

Since K is compact, we have f){Kx : x £ X} ^ 0. However, for any

z £ f){Kx : x £ X} c K, we have

(z,fz)£f]{Ax:x£X}

by the definition of Kx. Therefore, by (2.6), we have (z, fz) £ B, which
contradicts the construction of /. Thus we must have an xrj G X such that

{xo} x Y c C. This completes our proof.

Remarks. 1. In (2.3), compactly closedness of Ax can be replaced by the fol-

lowing:

(2.3)' Axn(Lx P) is closed in L x P for any compact subset L of X and

any polytope P in Y.
2. In Theorem 2.2, if B = C and Ax is a subset of B independent to the

choice of x G X, then (2.5) and (2.6) hold automatically. In this case, Theorem

2.2 reduces to [Ha, Theorem 3].

3. Existence of maximizable quasiconcave functions

In [Bl], Bellenger gave a theorem on the existence of maximizable quasicon-

cave real functions defined on paracompact convex spaces. His theorem is a

common generalization of results of Fan [F2] and Simons [Sml]. Bellenger also

raised as an open question whether the paracompactness condition is necessary

in his theorem. Park and Bae [PB] gave the affirmative answer to this ques-

tion recently and applied it to obtain the Fan type nonseparation theorem and

some coincidence and fixed point theorems. Those are refined and generalized
in recent works of the first author [P2, P3].

In the present section, the geometric property in §2 is applied to give a more
simple proof of a slightly different form of the existence theorem in [PB].

Recall that a real-valued function /:I-»R on a space X is lower (resp.,

upper) semicontinuous (l.s.c.) (resp., u.s.c.) if {x G X : fx > r} (resp., {x G
X : fx < r}) is open for each r £ R. If X is a convex set in a vector space,

then / is quasiconcave (resp., quasiconvex) provided that {x g X : fx > r}

(resp., {x G X : fx < r}) is convex for each r g R. Clearly, the quasiconvexity

of / implies that {x £ X : fx < r} is convex for each r £ R.

Theorem 3.1. Let X be a convex space, Y a convex space consisting of u.s.c.

quasiconcave real functions on X, and K a nonempty compact subset of X.

Suppose that
(3.1) for each x £ X, Tx is a convex subset of Y and Sx is a nonempty

subset of Tx ;
(3.2) for each f eY, S-1/ is compactly open in X ; and

(3.3) for each finite subset N of X, there exists an LN £ kc(X) containing
N such that, for each x £ Ln\K and each f £ Tx, we have fx < max/(L^).

Then there exists an x £ K and an f £Tx such that fx = max f(X).
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Proof. We put

B = {(x,f)£XxY:f t Tx},        C = {(x, f) £ X xY : f i Sx},

and, for each x G X,

Ax = {(z,f)£XxY:fz>fx}.

Then (3.1) and (3.2) imply (2.1) and (2.2), resp., and, for each x G X, AXC\
(L x P) is closed as in (2.3)'. Since each / g Y is quasiconcave and u.s.c,

the set in (2.4) with y — f is nonempty and convex. Hence (2.4) holds. It is

easy to see that (3.3) implies (2.5).
Now suppose that the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 does not hold. Then, for

each x £ K and each f £ Tx, we have fx < sup f(X) ; that is, for each

x £ K and each f £ Y with (x, f) £ B , we have fx < fz for some z £ X

and hence (x, f) $ Az. Hence (2.6) also holds. Therefore, by Theorem 2.2,

there exists an xo G X such that {xo} x Y c C and hence Sxo = 0. This
contradicts (3.1) and completes our proof.

If T is single valued in Theorem 3.1, then we have the following:

Corollary 3.2. Let f be an u.s.c. quasiconcave real function on a convex space

X. Suppose that there is a nonempty compact subset K of X and, for each
finite subset N of X, there is an Ln £ kc(X) containing N such that

fx < max f(LN)   for each x £ LN\K.

Then {xo G K : fxo = maxf(X)} is nonempty and compact in K.

Proof. By setting Y = {/}, we know that Y is a convex space. Then the

maximal set is nonempty by Theorem 3.1. Moreover, the set is the intersection

f]{yeK:fy>fx}
x€X

of closed subsets of the compact set K.

Remark. Corollary 3.2 is essentially due to Park and Kim [PK] and extends

earlier work of Mazur and Schauder. See also Park [PI].

4. Minimax theorems

In this section, we apply the geometric property in §2 to minimax theorems.

The following generalizes Ha's minimax theorem [Ha]:

Theorem 4.1. Let X and Y be convex spaces and f : X x Y -> R a l.s.c.

function such that
(4.1 ) for each x £ X, yn f(x, y) is quasiconcave on Y ;

(4.2) for each y £ Y, ïh f(x, y) is quasiconvex on X ; and

(4.3) there is a nonempty compact subset K of X and, for each finite subset

N of X, there is an Ln £ kc(X) containing N such that, for each x £ LN\K
and each y £ Y, we have

inf f(z, y) < fix, y).
z€LN

Then we have
inf sup/(x, y) = sup inf fix, y).
x&XyçY yeYxZX
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Proof. Note that we always have

sup inf f(x, y) < inf sup/(x, y).
yÇyXGX X€X y£Y

We may assume that

sup inf fix, y) = a <oo
y€YX€X

without loss of generality. We define

B = {(x,y)£XxY:f(x,y)<a}

and, for each x G X,

Ax = {(z,y) £ X xY : f(z, y) < f(x,y)}.

Then we can easily check that all of the requirements (2.1)—(2.6) in Theo-

rem 2.2 hold with B = C. Therefore, there is a point xo G X such that

{xo} x Y c B. But this implies f(xo, y) < a for all y £ Y, and hence

infxgjr supj,ey f(x, y) <a . This completes our proof.

Remark. Even for the particular case X and Y are compact, Theorem 4.1

differs from Sion's minimax theorem [Si] in the continuity conditions. Instead

of the lower semicontinuity of f on XxY, Sion requires that, for each x £ X,

y i-> f(x, y) is u.s.c. and, for each y £ Y, x ^ f(x, y) is l.s.c.
Simons [Sm2] gave a two-function version of Sion's theorem. Analogously,

we can give a two-function version of Theorem 4.1 as follows:

Theorem 4.2. Let X and Y be convex spaces and f, g : X x Y —► R such that

f < g. Suppose that
(4.4) for each x £ X, y >-» g(x, y) is quasiconcave and, for each y £ Y,

x i-» f(x, y) is l.s.c;
(4.5) g is l.s.c. on XxY and, for each y £ Y, x ■-► f(x, y) is quasiconvex;

and
(4.6) there is a nonempty compact subset K of X and, for each finite subset

N of X, there is an Ln g kc(X) containing N such that, for each x G LN\K

and each y £ Y,

g(x, y) < inf g(z, y)   implies   f(x, y) < sup inf g(u, v).
z€LN t,ey«6X

Then we have

inf sup/(x, y) < sup inf g(x, y).
xeXyçy y€Y X€X

Proof. We may assume that

sup inf g(x, y) = a < oo.
yeYX€X

Define

C = {(x,y)G^xT:/(x,y)<a},

B = {(x ,y) £ X xY : g(x ,y) <a},

and, for each x £ X,

Ax = {(z,y)£XxY:g(z,y)< g(x,y)}.
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Then clearly (4.4) implies (2.1) and (2.2). Also (4.5) implies that Ax is closed
in X xY for each x £ X, and hence (2.3) holds. Since LN is compact, (2.4)

and (2.5) hold by (4.6). Suppose that z £ K and (z, y) £ f]{Bx : x £ X}.
Then we have g(z, y) < g(x, y) for all x £ X, and hence

f(z, y) < g(z, v) < inf g(x, y) < a.
xex

Therefore, (z, y) £ B and condition (2.6) is satisfied.

Now we apply Theorem 2.2 to obtain an xo G X such that {xn} x Y c C ;

that is, /(x0, y)i < a for all y G Y . Hence,

inf sup/(x, y) < f(x0, y) < a.
xeXy€Y

This completes our proof.

If X is compact in Theorem 4.2, then (4.6) holds automatically. Hence, we

have

Corollary 4.3. Let X and Y be convex spaces and f, g : X x Y —► R functions

satisfying (4.4), (4.5), and f < g. If X is compact, then we have

min sup/(x, y) < sup min ^(x, y).
xex yçY yeY*£X

5. Fixed point theorems

In this section, we apply the geometric property in §2 to fixed point problems.

Let F : X -» E be a multifunction from a space X with values in a real

topological vector space E. We say that F is upper demicontinuous (u.d.c.)
on X if, for an x G X and an open halfspace H in E containing Fx, there

exists a neighborhood N of x in X such that Fy c H for all y G N. Also we

say that F is upper hemicontinuous (u.h.c.) if, for each f £ E*, the function
gx = sup /(Fx) is u.s.c. on X. It is well known that u.s.c. =s> u.d.c. =>■

u.h.c.
Let E be a vector space, X c E, and x G X. The inward set Ix(x) and

outward set Ox(x) of X at x are defined, resp., by

Ix(x) = {x + r(y-x):y£X,  r>0},

Ox(x) = {x + r(y-x):y£X,  r < 0}.

A nonempty subset L of a convex space X is called a c-compact set if for

each finite subset N of X, cô(L U N) g kc(X).
The following theorem extends results of Jiang [Jl, J2], Fan [F2], and many

others. For details, see Park [P3].

Theorem 5.1. Let X be a convex subset of a real locally convex topological vector

space E and F : X —> cc(E) an u.h.c. multifunction. Suppose that there exist

a c-compact subset L and a nonempty compact subset K of X such that

(5.1) for each x £ K n Bd X and each f £ E*,

inf{|/(y-z)|:yGFx,  z£lx(x)} = 0;

and
(5.2) for each x £ BdX\K and each f £ E*,

inf{\f(y - z)\ : y £ Fx,  z G IL(x)} = 0.

Then F has a fixed point.
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Proof. If x G Int^T, then Ix(x) - E. Therefore, (5.1) can be stated as follows:

(5.1) for each x £ K and each f £ E*,

inf{|/(y-z)|:yGFx,  z G Ix(x)} = 0.

We apply Theorem 2.2 with B = C. Let us define

B = {(x,f)£XxE*: inf/(Fx) < fx}

and, for each x £ X,

Ax = {(z,f)£XxE*:fz>fx},

where E* is endowed with any convex space topology. Then, (2.1) and (2.2)

hold since F is u.h.c. Now define Ln = cô~(L U N) for any finite subset N of

X. Then LN £ kc(X) and, for each f £ E*,

Liv n {x G X : fx> fz for all z G LN}

is nonempty and convex. This shows (2.4). Moreover, (5.1) and (5.2) imply

(2.6) and (2.5), respectively. Therefore, by Theorem 2.2, there exists a point

Xo G X such that {xo} x E* c B. Since E is locally convex and Fxo G cciE),
we can conclude that xo G Fxo . This completes our proof.

Remarks. 1. Note that (5.1) and (5.2) can be replaced by

(5.1)' for each x G K n BdX, Fxnlx(x) ^ 0 ; and

(5.2)' for each x G X\K, Fx n IL(x) ± 0,
resp., without affecting the conclusion of Theorem 5.1.

2. Moreover, in Theorem 5.1, the inwardness conditions can be replaced by

the corresponding outward conditions; that is, if we replace Ix(x) and h(x)

by Ox(x) and 0L(x), resp., in (5.1) and (5.2) (and hence in (5.1)' and (5.2)'),
then Theorem 5.1 is still true.

Recall that Himmelberg [Hi] obtained a fixed point theorem for a compact

u.s.c. multifunction F : X —> kc(X), where X is a convex subset of a locally

convex topological vector space. Recently this was extended by the first author
[P4] for F : X —► ka(X). On the other hand, Deimling [D] proved a fixed

point theorem for a condensing u.s.c. multifunction F : X —> cc(E) which is

weakly inward (that is, Fx n Ix(x) # 0 for each x G X), where X £ cc(E)

and bounded in a Banach space E.

Note that, from Deimling's theorem, in a Banach space, Himmelberg's result

is extendable to a weakly inward multifunction. However, this is not known yet

for locally convex topological vector spaces. We give a partial answer to this

problem as follows:

Theorem 5.2. Let E be a real locally convex topological vector space, X g cc(E),

and F : X -» cc(E) an u.hx. multifunction. Suppose that there exist an L £

kc(E) and a nonempty compact subset K of X such that

(5.3) for each x £ K, Fx n Ix(x) ^ 0 ; and
(5.4) for each x £ X\K, FxDLn Ix(x) ¿ 0.
Then F has a fixed point.

Proof. Define B, Ax c X x E* as in the proof of Theorem 5.1. For each finite
subset N of X ,we put LN = Xncö(LuN). Then, as in the proof of Theorem

5.1, we can easily deduce (2.1)—(2.4) and (2.6) of Theorem 2.2 with B = C.
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In order to show (2.5), let z G Ln\K and f £ E* such that fz > fx for all
x £ Ln ■ Since FznLC\Ix(z) ^0 by (5.4), there exists a y G FzC\L such that
(l-r)z-r-ry G X for some 0 < r < 1. Since (l-r)z+ry g Xnco(LU{z}) c LN,

we have fz>fy. Therefore, (z, f) £ B and (2.5) holds.
Now applying Theorem 2.2, we have an xo G X with {xo} xE* c B , whence

Xo is a fixed point of F . This completes our proof.

Remarks. 1. If L c X, Theorem 5.2 is included in Theorem 5.1.
2. The inward set in Theorem 5.2 can not be replaced by the outward set

even if F is single valued:

Example. Let / : [1, oc) —► R be given by fx = 0 for all x > 1. Then /
satisfies conditions (5.3) and (5.4) for X = [1, 00), K = {2}, L = {0} , and

with Ox(x) instead of Ix(x). But / has no fixed point.

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.2, we have the following:

Corollary 5.3. Let E be a real locally convex topological vector space, X £

cc(E), and F : X —► cc(E) an u.h.c. multifunction. Suppose that there exists

an L £ kc(E) such that, for each x £ X, Fx n Ix(x) n L ^ 0. Then F has a

fixed point.
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